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1. We announce here the following result: 
Two homotopic diffeomorphisms of a paracompact separable Hu

bert manifold of infinite dimension are isotopic. 
(1) In this paper, a hilbert manifold (A-manifold) with or without 

boundary is always hausdorff, paracompact, separable C°°-differenti-
able and with the infinite dimensional separable hilbert space H as 
local model. 

Let M(M, dM) be an /^-manifold (with boundary), X(X, dX), an 
A-manifold or finite dimensional manifold (with boundary). 

(a) A closed imbedding 0:X~>ikT(</>: (X, 3X)->(Af, dM)) is a 
C°°-injective map </>:X—>M, such that the differential d*<f>(x) is injec-
tive for any x, and <t>(M) is closed (for the case with boundary we 
ask more, (j>~~l{dM) =dM and <j> is transversal to dM in dM). 

(b) A closed tubular neighborhood of a closed imbedding of 
infinite codimension, <f>:X-+M, (</>:(X, dX)—>(M, dM)), is a closed 
imbedding$:XXD»-*M($:(X, dX)XD«>->(M, dM)) which extends 
to an open imbedding ^ : I X H - > M ( ^ ( I , dX)XH->(M, dM) with 
$-*(dM)=dXXH). 

REMARKS. (1) Any closed imbedding of infinite codimension has 
closed tubular neighborhoods [3]. 

(2) For <£i and $2 two closed tubular neighborhoods of a closed 
imbedding <j>:X—>ikf($:(X, dX)-±(M, dM)), there exists an isotopy 
ht:M-+M, (ht:(M, dM)->(M, dM)), O g / g l , such that h0 = id, 
ht'$=([> and hi*$i = $2 [2, Theorem 4.1]. By an isotopy as in [2], 
we mean a level preserving C^-diffeomorphism h:MXI—*MXI, 
(h:(M, dM)XI->(M, dM)Xl), i.e., h(x, 0 = (**(*). /). 

(c) Let M(M, dM) be an A-manifold (with boundary); A closed 
imbedded submanifold with boundary {A, dA), such that ^4CInt M 
and A\dA is open submanifold of M, is called a zero-codimensional 
closed submanifold (O-c-submanifold). 

The O-c-submanifold (B, dB) is called a collar neighborhood of the 
O-c-submanifold (A, dA), if AC Int B and ( 5 \ I n t A, d(B\lnt A)) is 
diffeomorphic to (oil X [0, l],dAXd[0, l ] ) . 

1 The author was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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REMARKS. (1) For any O-c-submanifold (^4, dA) of M(M, dM), 
there exist collar neighborhoods. 

(2) Suppose (Au dAi), (A2, dA2), (Az, dAz)t O-c-submanifolds of 
M(M, dM), such that (Ai+i, dA,-+i) is a collar neighborhood of (Ai, 
dAi). There exists an isotopy ht:M->M(ht:(M, dM)->(M, dM)) 
such that h0 = id, Ai |4 l = id and hi(A2)=Az. 

(d) Let (M, dM) be an A-manifold with boundary. A collar neigh
borhood of dM is a closed submanifold (V, dV) with dV^dQVKJdiV 
(disjoint union), d0V = dM, ô i F C I n t M, Int F open submanifold of 
Int M, such that there exists a diffeomorphism 0: (F , dV)—> 
(dMX[0,l],dMXd[0,l]). 

REMARKS. (1) Given (M, dM), there exist collar neighborhoods of 
dM. 

(2) Supposing (Vu dVi), (F2 , dV2), (F3 , dVz) such that 7 , C 
Vi+i\diVi+u there exists an isotopy ht:(M, dM)-+(M, dM) with 
A0 = id, ht\ Fi = id, Âi(^2) = F3. 

(e) Let (M, dM) be an ^-manifold with boundary (X, dX) an h-
manifold or a finite dimensional manifold with boundary, </>: (X, dX) 
—>(M, dM) a closed imbedding of infinite codimension, $ a closed 
tubular neighborhood, (F , dV) a collar neighborhood of dM, and 
0: (V,dV)->(dMX [0, 1], 3 M X [0, l ] ) a diffeomorphism. 

(1) 0 is called transversal to (F , 0) if 0 is a diffeomorphism of pairs 
( F , 0 ( X ) H F ) ^ ( a o M X [ O , 1] ,0(3X)X[O, l ] ) . 

(2) 4> is called transversal to (F , 0), with respect to the exten
sion $, if 0 is a diffeomorphism of pairs 

(F, $(X X H) H V -> (dM X [0, 1], $(dX XH)X [0, l]) . 

If 0 : (F , 3F) ->(ôMX [0, l ] , ôMXô[0 , l ] ) is our collar neighbor
hood, for any ce, 0 < c e < l we denote by ce F and ce0, B~l(dMX [0, ce]) 
respectively va-d, where va is the diffeomorphism va:dMX[0, ce] 
—»3MX [0, l ] defined by va(x, s) = (x, s /ce). For short (ceF, ce0) will 
be denoted by a(V, 0); it is a collar neighborhood of dM. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. If (M, dM) is an h-manifold with boundary, 
(X, dX) a finite dimensional manifold, union of at most countably many 
compact connected components, (j>'.(X, dX)—>(M, dM) a closed imbed
ding, <j5i, $2 two closed tubular neighborhoods which extend to the open 
imbeddings $u <?2, (V,a) a collar neighborhood such that the 4>i are trans
versal to (V, a) with respect to $»• and $i/$Tl(V) = $2/fî

l(V), then f or 
any 0 ^ c e < l there exists an isotopy ht:(M, dM)—*(M, dM) such that 

(i) ho = id, 
(ii) ht/aV\J<i>(X)=id/aVKJ<i>(X), 
(iii) /M>i=<?2. 
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The theorem is also true for any finite dimensional or ft-manifold 
X and closed imbedding of infinite codimension. The proof is quite 
the same as of Theorem 4.1 [2]. 

(f) A handle decomposition of M, (M, dM), is a sequence of 0-c-
submanifolds (Ai, dAi) (for the case with boundary, closed submani-
folds (Aiy dAi) with dAt- = d0A JUdiA{, d0Ai = dM and Int Ai is open 
submanifold of Int M) with the following properties: 

(i) Ai(ZAi+i\dAi+i (for the case with boundary Ai<ZAi+i\diAi+i). 
(ii) There exists a closed imbedding 0»:UjLi D?+1->(An, dAn), 

An = lnt M\lnt An with 0»(U;..i D? + 1 )CIn t i4n + i \ Int An (K being a 
positive integer or the symbol 00 ) and a closed tubular neighborhood 

with rounded corners, has An+i as collar neighborhood. 
(g) An ft-manifold (with boundary) M(M, dM), is called stable if 

it is diffeomorphic to MXH(MXH, dMXH). 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M(M, dM) be an h-manifold (with boundary). 
The following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) M, (M, dM) is stable. 
(ii) M, (M, dM) has a handle-decomposition. 

To prove the proposition, one uses the tools of [2, §7] and Proposi
tion 1.1. 

(h) Let (X, dX) be a finite dimensional manifold, union of at most 
countably many compact connected components, and f:dX-*dM a 
closed imbedding, (M, dM) being an A-manifold with boundary. 

PROPOSITION 1.3. (i) IfJ':X—>Mis a continuous extension off:dX 
—>dMQM there exists a closed imbedding f :(X, dX)-*(M, dM) such 
that f and]' are homotopic relative to dX. 

(ii) If (V, 6) is a collar neighborhood of dM, f\ and f2 are two closed 
imbeddings extending ƒ, homotopic relative to dX and transversal to 
(V, 0), 0 g a < 1, then there exists an isotopy of closed imbeddings f t such 
that ft=zfi—h/fï1(aV) and ft is transversal to a(V, 6) for any t. 

(iii) Moreover there exists an isotopy ht : M-+M such that ho = id and 
hrfi=U 

This proposition is a very important tool in our general handle 
decomposition method. 

(i) Let M be an /^-manifold and (AidAi), (A2, dA2), (Az, dAz) be 
three O-c-submanifolds such that AiCInt A2 and AiQInt A%. Denote 
by Ai = M\Int A{. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose there exists a closed imbedding 
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/:UJLI(JDJ>', dDT/)—^(A1, dA1), r^n (K being a positive integer on the 
symbol «>) and /:Uj«i D'/XD™—^(A1, dA1) a closed tubular neighbor
hood such that (A2, dA2) is a collar neighborhood of (A2, A2) 
(Al =Ai\Jf(l)jatl DjjXD°°) with rounded corners) and supposesi(AZl At) 
—»7T»(ikf, Ai) is an epimorphismfor iSn. 

Then there exists an isotopy cfriiM-^M such that <£0 = id, <t>t = id/Ax 
and </>i(^42)CInt Az. 

This proposition is an easy consequence of Proposition 1.4. 
Using the handle decomposition one can give an easier proof of the 

following theorem [2]. 

THEOREM 1.5. Any open set U in the hilbert space H is a stable mani
fold, i.e. U is diffeomorphic to UXH (hence because of [ l ] , any hilbert 
manifold is stable). 

PROOF (SKETCH). Suppose 0 £ H contained in Z7, eu • • • , en, an 
orthonormal basis of H and Rk the finite dimensional subspaces 
generated by eu • • • , ek. Uk = lir\Rk are closed submanifolds of U 
of finite dimension. One can find a C°°-function p: U-^>R+ such that 
for any point x, the ball centered in x, of radius p(x), is contained in 
U. For any a<\ one defines Bn,a the closed tubular neighborhood of 
Un of radius ap(x) which is a stable manifold with boundary, hence 
Bn,a = BntaXH. Denote by Vu • • • Vk, • • • the manifolds J5i,p/2...; 
Bk} ( 1 / 2 + • • • l/2*)p, and remark F*CInt Vk+1 and U* Int Vk= U. 
Because Vk is stable, Vk+i is a O-c-submanifold of U which can be 
obtained adding handles of dimension Sk + 1 to Vk. Combining with 
Proposition 1.4 we can find a sequence of hilbert manifolds Lk, Lk 

openly imbedded in Lk+u and a sequence of diffeomorphisms hk, such 
that the diagram is commutative: 

Int Vk C Int Vk+1 C • • • 

! hk i hk+i 

LkXHC Lk+1 X H C • • • 

THEOREM 1.6. If (M, dM) is a hilbert manifold with boundary whose 
boundary has the homotopy type of a finite dimensional CW-complex, 
(M, dM) is stable. 

This theorem is a consequence of 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5. 

(j) LEMMA 1.7. There exists a diffeomorphism viH-^HXH such that 
v(D">)=D«>XH. 

(Essentially proved in [2, §2].) 
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(k) A diffeomorphism l:MXH-+MXH is called stable if Z = /Xid 
where / is a diffeomorphism of M. 

THEOREM 1.8. Any diffeomorphism <£: MXH-+MXH is isotopic to 
a stable diffeomorphism. 

This theorem is the crucial step of our paper. I t is an inductive 
consequence of Lemma 1.9 combined with Proposition 1.2. 

Let M be a hilbert manifold {(An, 9^4w)w=i,2,.-.(0w, <?n)n=i,2,...} a 
handle decomposition and I:MXH—+MXH be a diffeomorphism, 
l(pc, v) = (Hx, v), /*(*, v))EMXH. 

LEMMA 1.9. Suppose I verifies the following conditions: 
(in) ll(x, v)=l1(xt 0), l2(x, v)=v for any x'(EAn, vE:H where 

('An, d'An) is a collar neighborhood of (Any dAn). 
(iiw) l1(AkX0)ClntAkX0foranyk^Ln-l,andl1('AnX0)CAnX0. 
(iiin) l1(AkX0)DAk-1X0 for any kSn. Then, given ('An+lf d'An+1) 

a collar neighborhood of (An+udAn+i) there exists an isotopy lt such that: 
(1) It^lonAn-xXIIJo^l. 
(2) (i„+i), (iin+i), and (iii»+i) are verified. 
(3) h = lfor 0 ^ ^ 1 / 3 , lt = h for 2 / 3 ^ * ^ 1 . 

To get (1) we need the remarks (b), (c), (d), Propositions 1.1, 1.3, 
and Lemma 1.7. To get (2) we need more, Proposition 1.5. 

(2) (a) PROPOSITION 2.1. Let I: MXH-+MXH be a diffeomorphism 
such that l/MX0 = id. Then l is isotopic to the identity. 

The proof uses the contractibility of the general linear group of H, 
and: 

HIRSCH'S LEMMA (3.1, [2]). Let [b, c] and [a, e] be two closed inter
vals with a<b<c<e and F:A=[a, e]—>BX[a, e] be an isotopy of 
closed imbeddings (a level preserving closed imbedding) between A, B 
hilbert manifolds, with parameter 2 £ [a, e]. 

If Fi'.AX[a, e]—^B is an imbedding where F(x, t) = (Fi(x, t), t), then 
there exists an ambient isotopy G:BX[bt c]—*BX [&, c] (of diffeomor-
phisms of B) such that G(Fi(x, 0*0 = ^(*i 0 for (* > 0 &A X [b, c]. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let q:M~*M be a diffeomorphism homotopic to the 
identity\ then qXid:MXH—*MXH is isotopic to the identity. 

The proof is a consequence of Proposition 2.1, of the Hirsch lemma, 
and of the close imbeddability of M in S00 with infinite dimensional 
normal bundle. 
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(b) THEOREM 2.3. Two homotopic diffeomorphisms hi\M-+M, 
i=ly 2 are isotopic. 

PROOF. Of course, it is sufficient to prove our assertion in the case 
Ao = id. 

According to Theorem 1.5 we can suppose M— MXH. Then the 
theorem can be obtained combining Theorems 1.8 and 2.2. 

REMARK. Theorem 2.3 is not true for Banach manifolds, not even 
for parallelizable Banach manifolds. For instance, for the manifold 
h®Co, considered as /2©£o-manifold Douady constructed two linear 
isomorphisms which are not isotopic by linear isomorphism. Sup
posing these were isotopic by diffeomorphisms, a standard trick 
(taking Jacobians) would give an isotopy by linear isomorphisms. 

N O T E ADDED IN PROOF. Using different methods D. Elworthy can 
also prove Theorem 2.3. 
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